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DYNAREX INTRODUCES NEW LINE OF
HOSPITAL AND NURSING HOME ITEMS
Medical supply company continues to expand line of over 2,200 products
ORANGEBURG, NY – Dynarex, a leading medical supply company and provider of disposable medical
products, announces additions to their hospital and nursing home product lines this fall. These new
products are testament to Dynarex’s dedication to hospitals – from surgeons, nurses and even patients.
New venturi masks, disposable scrubs, patient belonging and specimen bags, zip closure plastic bags
with white write-on block, and foldable mats will aid hospital and nursing home practitioners to provide
the best quality care and comfort to patients. The following includes a full list of new items for the
hospital and nursing home market segments:
•

Venturi Mask – this high-flow oxygen therapy device, also known as air entrainment masks,
deliver known oxygen concentration to patients controlled oxygen therapy. The masks are
available in adult and pediatric, come 50 to a case with 6 dilutors, 7’ oxygen tubing, including
24% blue. 28% Yellow, 31% White, 35% Green, 40% Pink and 50% Orange.

•

Disposable Scrubs –the disposable scrub pants are available in sizes small – 2X-Large and come
30 in a case. Scrub pants feature drawstring and elastic waist and one rear pocket. The scrub
shirts are also available in sizes small – 2X-Large, coming 30 in a case. The shirts feature one
check pocket and a v-neck style.

•

Patient Belonging Bags – These durable plastic bags come in white and clear. The drawstring
closure allows for a secure hold on patient belongings. The bags range from 16”x18”x4” to
20”x20”x4” and are available in both clear and white.

•

Specimen Bags—The two-pouch design to separate patient documents from specimen and 2mil
thickness securely withstand transport and handling.
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•

Zip Closure Plastic Bags with White Write-On Block– These reclosable bags are ideal for clean
and convenient storage, with a white write-on block for labeling and come 10/100/case. 2mil
deep, the zip closure plastic bags range from 3”x5” to 13”x15”.

•

Foldable Mat –The beveled edges allow wheelchairs to easily roll over this foldable mat and
convenient folds for easy storage when not needed. The mat can also absorb bedside falls and
help prevent injuries for patients.

“At Dynarex, we recognize the importance of high quality products hospitals and nursing homes can
trust and rely on,” said Dynarex CEO Zalman Tenenbaum. “’We care like family to our customers, and
continuing to grow our products in each market segment is extremely important to us. We value our
customers and continue to meet customer demand and expectation.”
For more detailed information on each of the products and/or Dynarex’s complete catalog of products,
visit www.dynarex.com.
About Dynarex
Dynarex is a leading brand of disposable medical products with distributor partners in all 50 states, as
well as Canada, Europe and South America. It provides a wide range of the finest quality disposable
medical products at an exceptional value while improving suppliers’ processes to increase partners’
profits. The company’s value statement “we care like family” underscores its belief in philanthropy and
giving back to partner communities. Founded in 1967, Dynarex is headquartered in Orangeburg, NY. For
more information, call 1-888-DYNAREX (1-888-396-2739) or visit dynarex.com.
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